Open Science Data Cloud
Partnerships for International Research & Education

TRAVEL ABROAD WHILE RESEARCHING THE LATEST TECHNOLOGIES IN CLOUD COMPUTING

WITH

NSF FUNDED OSDC-PIRE FELLOWSHIP

The Open Science Data Cloud PIRE project provides international research and education experiences through training and study at universities and research institutes around the world with leading scientists in computing. Increase your expertise in managing and analyzing data.

OSDC PIRE Supported International Research Experience

6-8-week summer funded fellowships at collaborator sites for graduate students to participate in sophisticated international research collaborations. Teams will be developing and doing research in cloud-based services & applications.

OSDC Foreign Partners:

School of Informatics, University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom
Science, Informatics Institute, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam
Universidade de São Paulo (USP), Brazil
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), Japan
Beijing Institute of Genomics (BIG), Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China

You must be a US Resident or Citizen in order to participate

Complete application at: http://pire.opensciencedatacloud.org/pire-fellowship/pire-application/
For more information email pire@opensciencedatacloud.org or call 305-348-4105

http://pire.opensciencedatacloud.org